Abstract. We prove an infrared bound for the transverse field Ising model. This bound is stronger than the previously known infrared bound for the model, and allows us to investigate mean-field behaviour. As an application we show that the critical exponent γ for the susceptibility attains its mean-field value γ = 1 in dimension at least 4 (positive temperature), respectively 3 (ground state), with logarithmic corrections in the boundary cases.
Introduction
Infrared bounds were originally developed in the 1970's as a method for proving the existence of phase transitions [12, 13, 14] . They were subsequently also used to establish mean-field behaviour in high-dimensional spin systems, in the sense that certain critical exponents attain their mean-field values [1, 2, 3, 20] . For establishing phase transitions the method is applicable to models where the spins have a continuous symmetry group, such as the classical Heisenberg and O(n) models; see [8] for a review. In proving mean-field behaviour, the infrared bound is useful because it implies the finiteness of the 'bubble diagram' in sufficiently high dimension. Similar bounds appear also in the analysis of high-dimensional percolation models [16] .
The method of infrared bounds was first developed for classical spin systems, but it was quickly extended to quantum models. In the quantum setting, the method was successful for proving the existence of a phase transition for a range of models, including the Heisenberg antiferromagnet [12] . However, no attention has yet been paid to its implications for mean-field behaviour in quantum models. The main objective of this article is to establish an infrared bound which can be used to investigate mean-field behaviour in the quantum setting.
The model we will consider in this article is the transverse field Ising model on the integer lattice Z d . Let Λ ⊆ Z d be finite. In the language of quantum spin systems, the transverse field Ising model in the volume Λ has Hamiltonian Pauli matrices; and λ and δ denote the spin-coupling and transverse field intensities, respectively. The model was introduced in [18] and has been widely studied since.
Let β > 0 be a fixed real number (known as the 'inverse temperature') and define the finite volume, positive temperature state · Λ,β by (2) Q Λ,β = tr(e −βH Λ Q)
where Q is a suitable observable (matrix) See for example [5] for more information about this. It is known [15] that for each δ > 0 and 0 < β ≤ ∞ there is a critical value λ c = λ c (δ, β) of λ which marks the point below which the two-point correlation function vanishes as |x − y| → ∞, and above which it does not. This critical point may also be characterized in terms of the vanishing/nonvanishing of the spontaneous σ (3) -magnetization, or of the finiteness/nonfiniteness of the susceptibility [10] .
For the classical Ising model (δ = 0 and λ = 1 in (1)), the infrared bound is an upper bound on the Fourier transform c(k) = (Note that ourb(k) and H Λ differ from the quantities in [12] by factors β and λ, respectively.)
The main result of this article, Theorem 1.2, strengthens (6) . This will allow us to compute the critical exponent γ for the susceptibility in dimension d ≥ 4 (finite temperature) respectively d ≥ 3 (ground state); see Theorem 1.3. Before stating the main result we describe a graphical representation of the transverse field Ising model which is of fundamental importance to our analysis.
Graphical representation.
It is well-known [5, 6] that the transverse field Ising model on Λ possesses a 'path integral representation' which expresses it as a type of classical Ising model on the continuous space Λ × [0, β). This may be expressed as follows. In what follows β < ∞, although conclusions about the ground state may be obtained by letting β → ∞.
Let [0, β) p denote the circle of length β, formally defined as [0, β) p = {e 2πit/β : t ∈ R}. Usually we identify [0, β) p with its parameterization for t ∈ [0, β); the superscript p serves as a reminder that the set is 'periodic'. We let N be an integer and throughout the article let Λ = Λ N = (Z/2N) d be the d-dimensional torus of side 2N. Let E[·] denote a probability measure governing the following:
(1) a collection D = (D x : x ∈ Λ) of independent Poisson processes of intensity δ on [0, β), conditioned on the number of points |D x | being even for each x ∈ Λ; and (2) a collection ξ = (ξ x : x ∈ Λ) of independent random variables, taking values 0 or 1 with probability 1/2 each, such that D and ξ are independent of each other. Write σ(x, t) = (−1) ξx+|Dx∩[0,t]| for the right-continuous function of t which changes between −1 and +1 at the points of D x and takes the value (−1) ξx at t = 0. Note that σ is well-defined as a function on [0, β) p . Write Σ Λ for the set of such σ(x, t). This set may be endowed with a natural sigma-field F Λ , generated by the projections (7) σ → σ(x 1 , t 1 ), . . . , σ(x n , t n ) for n ≥ 1, x j ∈ Λ, t j ∈ [0, β). In very brief terms, this correspondence is based on applying the LieTrotter product formula to the operator e −βH Λ and evaluating the trace in the σ (3) -basis. See [5] and references therein, and also [17] for information about similar graphical representations. There exist limits of the measures µ β Λ as N → ∞ and/or β → ∞, and a suitable version of (9) holds in infinite volume, also for the ground state.
Main results.
We now outline the main results of this article, saving more detailed statements and explanations for the relevant later sections. Our main results concern the Schwinger function:
Note that this may alternatively be expressed as
as may be seen using a Lie-Trotter expansion as for (9); cf. (2) and (5).
be the Fourier transform of (10) . The following is the main result of this article; it holds for finite volume and positive temperature, but has implications for infinite volume and ground state which we discuss below.
This result is proved in Section 2. In fact, we will prove the slightly stronger boundĉ
The integral in (11) equals the Duhamel two-point function b(x) = (σ
x ) of (5). Thus (11) is [12, Theorem 4.1] in the special case of the transverse field Ising model. It also reduces to the classical bound (4) when δ = 0 and λ = 1. We now describe some applications of Theorem 1.2.
Let 0 < β ≤ ∞ be fixed. For each λ < λ c there is a unique infinitevolume limit µ β of the measures µ β Λ . We let
denote the susceptibility. (We have chosen the bounds −β/2, β/2 in the integral rather than 0, β to get the correct range also for the case β = ∞; for β < ∞ the two choices are equivalent.) To motivate this choice of name, note that
It is known that χ is finite for λ < λ c and diverges as λ ↑ λ c ; see [10] . The critical exponent γ may be defined by the expected critical behaviour
as λ ↑ λ c with δ fixed. For the classical Ising model, it was proved in [1, 3] that γ exists and equals 1 for d ≥ 4 (with logarithmic corrections when d = 4). One may also consider the speed of divergence of χ(δ, λ) as (δ, λ) approaches the critical curve (δ, λ c (δ)) along any straight line. As an application of Theorem 1.2, we will prove the following result. We let ρ(δ, λ) = (δ − δ 0 ) 2 + (λ − λ c (δ 0 )) denote the distance from (δ, λ) to a specified point (δ 0 , λ c (δ 0 )) on the critical curve. Theorem 1.3. Let δ 0 > 0 and let (δ, λ) approach (δ 0 , λ c (δ 0 )) along any straight line strictly inside the quadrant {(δ, λ) : δ > δ 0 , λ < λ c (δ 0 )}. There are finite constants c 1 , c 2 , depending on d, β and the slope of the line of approach, such that the following holds.
(1) Suppose that either β < ∞ and d > 4, or β = ∞ and d > 3.
Then
as ρ(δ, λ) ↓ 0. Theorem 1.3 is proved in Section 3; in fact we prove slightly more, see Propositions 3.3 and 3.5. In proving Theorem 1.3 we are led to study the bubble-diagram
(The term 'bubble-diagram' comes from analogy with a related quantity which appears in the study of mean-field behaviour in the classical Ising model [1, 2, 3] .) Theorem 1.2, together with the Plancherel identity, allows us to deduce upper bounds on B (Lemma 3.2). In addition to such bounds we also require new differential inequalities (Lemma 3.1). The method of proof would also give the critical exponent γ = 1 for approach to criticality along lines with constant δ or constant λ, subject to first proving additional differential inequalities. See Remark 3.6.
1.3. Discussion. It is interesting to note that we obtain the 'classical' critical exponent value γ = 1 also at the 'quantum critical point' β = ∞, λ = λ c (δ). Our analysis only deals with approach to criticality with temperature (hence β) kept fixed, so our results do not rule out the possibility of a different critical exponent value for approach to the quantum critical point with varying temperature, as described in [19] .
In the classical Ising model, the type of methods used in this article can only give conclusions about critical exponents down to dimension d = 4. We are able to obtain conclusions about the case d = 3 essentially because the 'imaginary time representation' described in Section 1.1 maps the quantum Ising model in d dimensions onto a classical model in d + 1 dimensions. This intuition is in some sense only valid in the case β = ∞ when the 'imaginary time axis' is unbounded.
In the classical Ising model it was also possible to use the infrared bound and differential inequalities to determine critical exponents for the magnetization [2] . It is to be expected that Theorem 1.2 can be used to obtain similar results also for the quantum Ising model.
Note that the arguments used to prove Theorem 1.3 require bounds on B as defined above, not on the (one might think more natural) quantity
which does not feature in this work.
It is worth remarking that we approach Theorem 1.2 by working directly in the continuous set-up of Definition 1.1. A natural alternative would be to work with the discrete approximation of the partition function (8) inherent in the Lie-Trotter product formula on which Definition 1.1 is based. In this way certain technicalities associated with working with continuous 'time' may be avoided; on the other hand other issues to do with discrete approximation would be introduced. This discrete approximation is closely related to a way of expressing the space-time Ising model as a (weak) limit of classical Ising models (cf. [9, Section 2.2.2]), each of which obeys a bound of the form (4). Unfortunately, simply taking the limit in the corresponding bound gives only (6) and not the full bound of Theorem 1.2.
Finally, although we have chosen to focus entirely on the nearestneighbour transverse field Ising model, it seems likely that our arguments can be extended to other reflection positive models. For example, it seems straightforward to extend Theorem 1.2 to other interactions than nearest neighbour, such as the Yukawa and power law potentials described in [8, Section 3] . Many of the arguments in Section 2 apply when the definition σ(x, t) = (−1)
n . The proofs of the differential inequalities in Section 3, and hence Theorem 1.3, rely on the 'random-parity representation' (a relative of the random-current representation) and so are quite Isingspecific. However, certain extensions of these results to more general translation-invariant interactions are most likely possible, as for the classical case treated in [1] .
The infrared bound
In this section we prove the main result of this article, Theorem 1.2. First we present more detailed notation.
We write 1I{A} for the indicator of the event A, taking value 1 if A occurs and 0 otherwise. Let N ≥ 1 be an integer, and let Λ = (Z/2N) d be a torus in d dimensions. Thus Λ is the graph whose vertex set is the set of vectors x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1} d , and whose adjacency relation ∼ is given by: x ∼ y if there is j ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that (a) x j − y j ≡ 1 mod 2N, and (b)
We write Lu for the function Λ → C given by the matrix-vector product
For u, v : Λ → C we write u, v for the usual vector inner product,
Note that we do not conjugate the second argument. Throughout this section β will be finite and fixed. Recall that [0, β) p denotes the circle of length β. A function f : [0, β) p → R can be thought of either as a function R → R which is periodic with period β, or simply as a function [0, β) → R. We will usually take the latter viewpoint, taking care to remember, for example, that f is continuous only if, in particular, the limits lim t↑β f (t) and lim t↓0 f (t) exist and are equal, and similarly for differentiability and other analytic properties. The antiderivative of a measurable f :
For each x ∈ Λ we then write h(x, ·) for the function t → h(x, t), and for each t ∈ [0, β) p we write h(·, t) for the function x → h(x, t). Note that h(·, t) : Λ → C, so the notation in (15) and (16) applies to h(·, t). We say that a function h :
is differentiable, and similarly for other analytic properties. We write h
h(x, t) etc. The measure E[·], which was used to define the space-time Ising measure µ β Λ in Section 1.1, may be written as a product E = E × × E 0 . Here E × [·] denotes a probability measure governing the collection D = (D x : x ∈ Λ) of Poisson processes conditioned to have even size, and E 0 [·] denotes a probability measure governing the random variables ξ x ∈ {0, 1} (for x ∈ Λ). Recall that σ(x, t) = (−1) ξx+|Dx∩[0,t]| and that
Note that if u : Λ → R, then
In fact,
The quantity Z(0) is a special case of Z(h) as defined in (19) below. Since β and Λ are fixed in what follows, we will suppress them from the notation µ β Λ and simply write µ. However, we will still write Z
Throughout this section we will write c(x, t) for the Schwinger twopoint function,
. The process D is the set of discontinuities of σ. Under µ it is absolutely continuous with respect to a Poisson process of intensity δ on Λ × [0, β) p , but the density depends on Λ. The following lemma gives a 'uniform stochastic bound' on D. For two point processes C and D on Λ × [0, β) p we say that D is stochastically dominated by C if there is a coupling P of C and D such that P(D ⊆ C) = 1.
Lemma 2.1. Under µ, the process D is stochastically dominated by a Poisson process of intensity 2δ.
Proof. The proof uses the space-time random-cluster (or fk-) representation, which is described in [9, Chapter 2] . (The space-time Ising measure is defined slightly differently in [9] than in the present work, but the equivalence of the definitions follows from elementary properties of Poisson processes.) Let φ q;λ,δ denote the space-time random-cluster measure on Λ × [0, β) p . As described in [9, Section 2.1], a realization of σ with law µ can be obtained from a realization ω with law φ 2;λ,δ by assigning to each connected component spin ±1 independently with probability 1/2 each. Let C denote the process of 'cuts' in ω. It follows that D ⊆ C. Moreover, by [9, Corollary 2.2.13], the process of cuts under φ 2;λ,δ is stochastically dominated by the process of cuts under φ 1;λ/2,2δ . Under the latter measure, the process of cuts is a Poisson process with intensity 2δ.
We will prove Theorem 1.2 by establishing a variational result, which we describe in the next subsection.
Gaussian domination.
For h bounded and twice differentiable we define the quantity
We will deduce Theorem 1.2 from an upper bound on Z(h). The type of bound we will derive is similar to what is known as 'Gaussian domination', although we will not pursue any connections to Gaussian gradient models here. If h has the special property that there is a function h : [0, β) p → R such that h(x, t) = h(t) for all x ∈ Λ, then we will write Z(h) for Z(h). Using (17) we see that
Clearly the same expression is valid if each h(x, ·) = h(·) almost everywhere. If, moreover, h
The proof of Theorem 1.2 rests on two main lemmas, of which the following is the first: Lemma 2.2. Let h be twice differentiable. Then there is some z ∈ Λ such that, writing h(t) for h(z, t), we have Z(h) ≤ Z(h). Lemma 2.2 will be proved in Section 2.2. Next, write |D| := x∈Λ |D x | for the total number of points in D, and define (20) ζ
(Recall that we write µ[·] for expectation wrt µ.) It follows from Lemma 2.1 that ζ(r) is analytic in r ∈ R, and hence
Note that
by translation invariance and Lemma 2.1.
The second main step in proving Theorem 1.2 is to establish the following result:
Lemma 2.3 will be proved in Section 2.3. Whereas Lemma 2.2 can be proved using arguments similar to those for previously known infrared bounds, Lemma 2.3 requires new ideas. We now show how Theorem 1.2 follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let h be twice differentiable and let h(·) = h(z, ·) be as in Lemma 2.2. We will prove the result by making a particular choice of h, but for the time being we assume only that there is q ∈ (0, 1] such that the set {t ∈ [0, β)
so by monotonicity of ζ we have that
Hence by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3,
Replace h by αh = (αh(x, t) : x ∈ Λ, t ∈ [0, β) p ) for α > 0 and expand ζ and the exponentials in (23) as power series. In the left-hand-side, the term of order α as α → 0 is
by the ±-symmetry of σ under µ. Using (21) we find, on comparing terms of order α 2 , that
Assume each a(x, ·) and b(x, ·) satisfies the assumptions on h above, with the same q. Since
, and
it follows from (24) that
We now apply (25) with
Then g satisfies the assumptions above, with q = 2/3. Since a
2 , the first term on the right-hand-side in (25) is at most
Here we used also (22). Next,
so the second term on the right-hand-side of (25) is
In the left-hand-side of (25) we have
and
Using the relation |z| 2 = zz and the translation-invariance of µ, it follows that the left-hand-side of (25) equals
Putting it all together gives
. We write h • τ for the usual composition of the functions h and τ , given by (
, by the usual associativity of function composition.
A function α : Λ → Λ is an automorphism if, firstly, it is a bijection, and, secondly, x ∼ y if and only if α(x) ∼ α(y) for all x, y ∈ Λ. Since Z(h) only depends on Λ through its connectivity structure, we see that
For any y ∈ Λ the map α : x → x + y is an automorphism (addition is coordinate-wise and interpreted modulo 2N). Also, any permutation of the coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x d ) is an automorphism.
The following functions ρ, ρ + , ρ − : Λ → Λ will be particularly important in our proof of Lemma 2.2. We let ρ be the automorphism of Λ given by:
We may think of ρ geometrically as a 'reflection' in a plane parallel to, and 'just to the left of', the first coordinate plane. Writing
it follows that ρ bijectively maps Λ + to Λ − and Λ − to Λ + . Next we define the functions ρ
Note that ρ + and ρ − are not bijections, and in particular not automorphisms.
For h : Λ × [0, β) p → R we define the following two numbers: (1) N(h) is the number of unordered pairs of adjacent elements
is the number of pairs of adjacent elements x ∼ y such that x ∈ Λ + , y ∈ Λ − , and h(x, ·) = h(y, ·).
Equality of functions may here be interpreted pointwise or in the almosteverywhere sense, this makes no difference to our results. Lemma 2.2 follows from the following result:
Before proving Lemma 2.4 we show how it implies Lemma 2.2.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The set of all functions τ : Λ → Λ is finite, so Z(h • τ ) attains its maximum over τ . Let τ be chosen so that
By automorphism invariance (27) we may then assume that N ± (h • τ ) > 0. It then follows from the second part of Lemma 2.4 that
By our choice of τ , both
, and in light also of (28) one of them must be strictly smaller than Z(h • τ ). This is a contradiction, however, since the first part of Lemma 2.4 would then give
It follows that N(h • τ ) = 0, which is to say that h(τ (x), ·) = h(τ (y), ·) for all x ∼ y, and hence (since Λ is connected) for all x, y ∈ Λ. The result follows.
To prove Lemma 2.4 we need one more preliminary result. We let Σ + denote the set of functions Λ + × [0, β) p → {−1, +1} which are right continuous, and have left limits, in the second argument. We let F + denote the natural sigma-field on Σ + , generated by finite-dimensional projections, as in (7). We let B denote the Borel sigma-field on [0, β) p . For σ ∈ Σ and A : Σ + → R we use the shorthand A(σ) for A applied to the restriction of σ to Λ 
Proof. We first make the following observation. Let F, G : Σ + → R be bounded and F + -measurable. Then
This is because the sets Λ + = ρ + (Λ + ) and Λ − = ρ − (Λ + ) are disjoint, and the random variables ρ + (σ) and ρ − (σ) therefore independent and identically distributed under E. For the same reason,
Turning now to (29), the integrand in the left-hand-side may be written as the sum
Taking the expectation inside the sum and expanding the last factor, each summand in (32) may in turn be written as a sum over j 1 , . . . , j k ∈ J of a repeated integral over t 1 , . . . , t k ∈ [0, β) p of a term of the form
The latter expectation is of the form
Using (30), and slightly abusing notation, we therefore see that the left-hand-side of (29) equals
Here we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as well as (31). Reversing the steps leading up to (33) for each of the two factors gives the result.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. For the first part, the aim is to write Z(h) (see (19) ) in terms of suitably chosen A, B, C j,t and D j,t , and then apply Lemma 2.5.
To begin with, for simplicity of notation, fix t ∈ [0, β) p and write σ(x) and h(x) for σ(x, t) and h(x, t), respectively. We have by (17) that
which splits into the three sums (34)
and (36)
Write x ∼ Λ − (respectively, x ∼ Λ + ) to denote that x is adjacent to some element of Λ − (respectively, Λ + ). Then (36) equals
and the second sum in (37) equals
. So the last term in (37) equals
Recall that ρ + (x) = x for x ∈ Λ + . Reintroducing t into our notation, it follows that
where A 1 , B 1 , C x,t , D x,t : Σ → R are given by
where
Thus, from (19) , Z(h) is of the form of the left-hand-side of (29), with
x ∼ Λ − }, and C x,t and D x,t as in (39).
Reversing the steps leading to (38) and (40) (and recalling that ρ + is a bijection from Λ − to Λ + ) shows that
and that
The first part of the lemma now follows from Lemma 2.5. For the second part define the numbers • N + (h) as the number of unordered pairs of adjacent elements x ∼ y of Λ + such that h(x, ·) = h(y, ·); and • N − (h) as the number of unordered pairs of adjacent elements x ∼ y of Λ − such that h(x, ·) = h(y, ·).
The result follows immediately from this observation.
Proof of Lemma Write
Here we used the fact that σ(x, t
Note that the form (42) does not require h to be twice differentiable.
We say that h is weakly differentiable, and that h ′ is a weak derivative of h, if there is a constant c such that
Since weak derivatives are defined up to a set of zero measure, (42) is well-defined if we take h ′ to be any weak derivative of h. In this section we will let Z(h) denote the quantity in (42), and the standing assumption on h will be that it is weakly differentiable with a bounded weak derivative. Also note that Z(h) = Z(h + c) for any constant c, so we may occasionally assume that h(0) = 0.
By the monotonicity of ζ, Lemma 2.3 will be proved if we show:
The proof of (43) is preceded by a number of preliminary results, of which the following general fact is the first. For each n ≥ 1 let
be the union of those level n dyadic subintervals of [0, 1) whose left endpoints are odd multiples of 2
m be a random vector with square integrable density p :
Intuitively, Lemma 2.6 states that the level n binary digits of the T j are asymptotically independent and uniform as n → ∞.
Proof. For each n ≥ 1 and A ⊆ {1, . . . , m}, let
it follows (from Bessel's inequality or otherwise) that for each ∅ = A ⊆ {1, . . . , m} we have n≥1p (A, n) 2 < ∞. In particular,p(A, n) → 0 as n → ∞. For any A ⊆ {1, . . . , m},
Expanding the products on the right, we obtain a sum of terms of the form ±R The following technical lemma will enable us to apply Lemma 2.6 to the process D.
Lemma 2.7. For each x ∈ Λ, let m x ≥ 0 be an integer, and for j ∈ {1, . . . ,
Let A denote the event that: for each x ∈ Λ we have |D x | = 2m x , and for all j ∈ {1, . . . , 2m x } we have t 
with respect to E × ( · | A). The law of (t
⌊2 n t/β⌋ .
Thus W ′ r,n (t) takes the two values ±r, and changes sign at the level n dyadics, ie points of the form t = k2 −n β for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2 n − 1}. Let W r,n be the antiderivative of W ′ r,n , given by Proof. From (42) and rotational invariance we need to show that
as n → ∞. To motivate the argument that follows, let (Y x j : x ∈ Λ, j ≥ 1) be independent random variables, each taking the values ±1 with equal probability under µ. Then (by conditioning on the |D x |)
The strategy for proving (45) will be to first condition on the 'rough' locations of the t x j , and then use Lemma 2.6 to deduce that the conditional joint distribution of the numbers (−1) ξx+j+⌊2 n t x j /β⌋ approaches that of the Y x j . Here are the details. Writing
ξx+j+⌊2 n t x j /β⌋ , first note that the sequence (e rHn : n ≥ 1) is uniformly integrable under µ, for each r ∈ R. Indeed, a sufficient condition for uniform integrability is that
This follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that |H n | ≤ |D|/δ. Let ε > 0 be arbitrary. Let M be some (large) integer, and let A M denote the event that each |D x | is at most 2M. Then µ(A M ) → 1 as M → ∞. Next, let L be another (large) integer, and let B L denote the event that for each x ∈ Λ there are integers 0 ≤ k
By uniform integrability, this can be made smaller than ε by first choosing α large enough that sup n≥1 µ[e rHn 1I{e rHn > α}] < ε/2 and then
In what follows we assume that M and L are fixed, and large enough that
Let µ ′ denote µ conditioned on the following:
(1) that A M and B L both occur; (2) the vector ξ = (ξ x : x ∈ Λ); (3) the sizes |D x | = 2m x for all x ∈ Λ; (4) and the numbers 0 ≤ k
Let m = x∈Λ m x so that |D| = 2m, and let 
2m be arbitrary, and write
x ∈ Λ, j ∈ {1, . . . , 2m x }). By Lemma 2.6 we have that µ ′ (X ′ = a) → 2 −m as n → ∞ for any a ∈ {−1, +1} 2m , and hence that (47)
Now, with some slight abuse of notation for conditional expectation,
The first term is smaller than ε, by (46). For fixed M and L, the outer expectation in the second term is over a finite set of possibilities, namely the possible values of the ξ x , the |D x | (each being at most 2M) and the k x j , as listed in the definition of µ ′ . By making n sufficiently large, we may by (47) assume that the integrand differs from cosh(r) 2m by at most ε for each such possibility. It then follows that
The result follows.
The rough strategy for proving (43) will be to define a procedure by which h can be altered so that it more and more resembles W r,n for some r, whilst increasing Z(h). First we need a Cauchy-Schwarz-type inequality along the lines of Lemma 2.5.
Let θ : [0, β) p → [0, β) p be given by θ(t) = β − t. We may think of θ as a reflection of the circle [0, β) p = {e 2πit/β : t ∈ [0, β)} in the real line. Recall that the measure E × [·] governs D only, which is a Poisson process conditioned on each D x having even size. For each x ∈ Λ, let D
Lemma 2.9. The measure E × [·] is 'reflection positive' in that for any bounded, measurable function F of D + we have that
Consequently we have for all bounded measurable F , G that 
and hence (48). The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (49) is a standard consequence of (48) seeing as D + and θD − are identically distributed: for any t ∈ R we have that
So the discriminant
which gives (49).
If f has a weak derivative f ′ then f + and f − have weak derivatives f
See Figure 2 for an illustration. The following result parallels Lemma 2.4. Proof. Conditioning on ξ = (ξ x : x ∈ Λ) ∈ {0, 1} Λ , we may write
We will express Z(h | ξ) in the form
and then use Lemma 2.9. First we need some notation. Write r = β/2. Note that Figure 3 .
In the last sum in (54) we have
. 
Hence (55) holds with
Next note that
Here we used the fact that |D
. Therefore we get from Lemma 2.9 that
From (56) and the usual Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Finally, (57) implies that at least one of Z(h + ) and Z(h − ) is at least Z(h), as required.
Definition 2.11 (Symmetrization).
Let h : [0, β) p → R have a bounded weak derivative and let t ∈ [0, β/2). The symmetrization of h at t is the function g given by the completing the following steps:
(1) Leth : s → h(s + t); (2) Leth + andh − be as in (50) and (51);
Note that if g is the symmetrization of h at t then g is symmetric at t and t + β/2; also Z(g) ≥ Z(h) by Lemma 2.10.
The strategy for proving (43) is to successively symmetrize h at dyadic points of finer and finer partition. Thereby our function more and more resembles W r,n for some r. By Lemma 2.8 we know that lim n→∞ Z(W r,n ) = ζ(r)Z(0). We now make this precise.
(1) there is k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2 n − 1} and a ∈ {0, 1} such that g(t) = f (k2 −n β + (−1) a t) for all 0 < t < 2 −n β, and (2) g(m2 −n β + t) = g(m2 −n β − t) for all m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2 n − 1} and all 0 < t < 2 −n β.
Thus a level n snippet of f repeats the values that f takes on an interval (k2 −n β, (k + 1)2 −n β), but alternates between 'the right way' and 'backwards'. Note that h + and h − are level 1 snippets of h.
for each n ≥ 1, h n is a level n snippet of h n−1 , and
Proof. We are free to set h 0 = h. Let h 1 be the symmetrization of h 0 at 0, that is to say h 1 is either h + or h − , chosen so that Z(h 1 ) ≥ Z(h). This is possible due to Lemma 2.10. Next let h 2 be the symmetrization of h 1 at β/4. Then h 2 is a level 2 snippet of h 1 , and Lemma 2.10 implies that Z(h 2 ) ≥ Z(h 1 ). To get h 3 from h 2 , the symmetrization procedure must be carried out twice, as follows. First let g be the symmetrization of h 2 at β/8; then let h 3 be the symmetrization of g at 3β/8. Lemma 2.10 implies that Z(h 3 ) ≥ Z(h 2 ). This process is carried out inductively. To get h n from h n−1 , symmetrization must be carried out (2 n − 2 n−1 )/2 = 2 n−2 times, once at each point of (0, β/2) which is dyadic of level n but not of level n − 1. This gives a level n snippet h n of h n−1 such that Z(h n ) ≥ Z(h n−1 ).
The following lemma is immediate from the definition (42).
Lemma 2.14. Z(·) is continuous in the norm · ′ .
We can now complete the proof of (43), and hence Lemma 2.3.
Proof of (43). Let (h n : n ≥ 0) be the sequence produced by Lemma 2.13. Note that h n is a level n snippet of h itself. In particular h ′ n ∞ ≤ h ′ ∞ =: M for all n ≥ 1. By symmetry we may assume that h n (t) = h(k n 2 −n β + t) for all 0 ≤ t < 2 −n β and some k n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2 n − 1}; that is, a = 0 in Definition 2.12. Moreover, since h n+1 is a level n snippet of h n we may also assume that k n+1 ∈ {2k n , 2k n + 1} for all n; that is, the restriction of h n+1 to [0, 2 −(n+1) β) equals the restriction of h n to either [0, 2
−n β be the midpoint. Clearly the sequence t n is convergent, with limit t * say. Let
p is compact, h ′ is uniformly continuous. So for ε > 0 given we have for large enough n that |h ′ (s) − h ′ (t)| < ε whenever |s − t| ≤ 2 −n β. This implies that h ′ n − W ′ rn,n ∞ < ε for large enough n. Since W ′ r,n − W ′ rn,n ∞ → 0 as n → ∞ it follows from Lemma 2.14 that for any ε ′ > 0 we have
whenever n is large enough. Hence by Lemma 2.13,
for n large enough. Since ε ′ > 0 was arbitrary it follows from Lemma 2.8 that Z(h) ≤ ζ(r)Z(0). Since ζ is an even function we may assume that r ≥ 0.
Mean-field behaviour of the susceptibility
The main objective of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3, giving the critical exponent value γ = 1. The arguments in this section are inspired by similar arguments for the classical Ising model in [1, 2, 3] . Apart from Theorem 1.2, the main component in the proof is a pair of new differential inequalities for the susceptibility. The proof of these inequalities uses the random-parity representation of [10] , which we briefly describe next (see also [11] for the closely related random-current representation).
3.1. The random-parity representation. Throughout this subsection and the next, Λ and β will be fixed and finite. Write Λ × [0, β) p = K. The random-parity representation allows one to write, for each finite set A ⊆ K,
where ψ A is a certain random labelling of K using the labels 'even' and 'odd' with 'source set' A, and ∂ψ A is a positive weight associated with the labelling. The ψ A are constructed using Poisson processes, but the measure E is not the same as in Section 1.1. Throughout Section 3 we will use E for the random-parity measure only. Elements of K will simply be denoted by x, y, a, b, . . ., and we let
be the set of unordered pairs of 'adjacent' elements of K. The point (0, 0) ∈ K will be denoted by 0.
The labelling ψ A is constructed using a Poisson process S on F , of intensity λ. As one traverses each 'circle' {u} × [0, β) p in K, the label alternates between 'even' and 'odd' in such a way that the label always changes at (i) points x ∈ A, and (ii) points x and y such that xy ∈ S. Moreover, these are the only types of points where the label is allowed to change (this imposes constraints on S). See Figure 4 for an illustration of such labellings. One may see that in such a labelling ψ the 'odd' subset of K forms a collection of geometric 'paths' between elements of A, together with a collection of 'loops'. A labelling as described above can only be defined if A has even size; if A has odd size we define the weight ∂ψ A = 0 (this is consistent with (58)). Although there is a natural notion of connectivity along 'odd' paths, it turns out to be much more fruitful to consider a more complex notion of connectivity in triples (ψ are independent labellings and ∆ is an independent Poisson process of 'cuts' of intensity 4δ. This is described in detail in [10] ; here is a brief account. Let S 1 and S 2 denote the (independent) Poisson processes on F used to construct ψ A 1 and ψ B 2 , respectively. Elements xy ∈ S 1 ∪ S 2 may be interpreted as 'bridges' which connect the points x and y. Connections may traverse such bridges, and may also traverse subintervals of K except that connections are blocked at points x ∈ ∆ such that both ψ A 1 and ψ B 2 are 'even' at x ('odd' labels thus 'cancel' ∆). For a, b ∈ K we write {a ↔ b} for the event that a and b are connected in the triple (ψ
There are two main technical tools in the random-parity representation.
(1) The switching lemma [10, Theorem 4.2] implies that for any a, b ∈ K and any two finite sets A, B ⊆ K,
Here A△ab is short-hand for the set-theoretic symmetric difference A△{a, b}. The main manifestation of the switching lemma is the identity 'separately'. The details of this procedure are technical and depend on the precise situation in which it is to be used (care must be taken to get the correct 'sources' in the restricted labellings). Rather than attempting to describe the details we point to [10, Lemma 4.6 and (5.6)-(5.8)], where applications of this method are described in detail. For simplicity of notation we will, in this subsection and the next, write σ A for the quantity in (58), and will write Z = E(∂ψ ∅ ). We
Here is an example of the random-parity representation in action. Let
denote the finite-volume, positive-temperature approximation of the susceptibility (12) . We see (using the expression in Definition 1.1) that
Using the switching lemma,
In particular
be the finite-volume, positive-temperature approximation of the bubblediagram (13) . In addition to Theorem 1.2, the main step in proving Theorem 1.3 is to establish the following two differential inequalities:
Lemma 3.1. We have that
These inequalities are analogous to inequalities for the classical Ising model in [1] , and the proof follows a similar outline. We recall from (60) that Proof. We start with (61). From (59) we have that
is sometimes called the 'fourth Ursell function'. Note that U 4 is symmetric in its four arguments. We have that U 4 ≤ 0. In fact
and the quantity in square brackets is either 0 or −2, the latter occurring if and only if all four points a, b, c, d are connected. Applying the switching lemma we arrive at the identity
The upper bound in (61) follows. The lower bound in (61) will be obtained by bounding
from above and using (63). Let ψ cd 3 be an independent labelling. In the configuration ψ 
, where σ c σ d K\C 1,2 (a) denotes the correlation (58) in the smaller region K \ C 1,2 (a). Also as in [10] , we further find that
. The rest of the proof of the lower bound in (61) will be based on bounding the right-hand side of (65). There are two main cases to consider in (65), namely whether or not c ∈ C 1,2 (a). In case c ∈ C 1,2 (a) we get
The case c ∈ C 1,2 (a) splits into two subcases, because the first point u on ξ bound the right-hand-side of (65) above by
(66)
By the switching lemma, the latter expectation equals
By conditioning on the cluster C 1,2 (a) and using the gks-inequality, this is at most σ a σ u E(∂ψ (65) and (66) again to see that the right-hand-side of (65) is in this case at most
By the switching lemma, the latter expectation is at most
where we have conditioned on the cluster C u 1,2 (a) and used the gksinequality for the upper bound.
So far we have established that
Whereas U 4 (a, b, c, d) is symmetric in a, b, c, d the right-hand-side of (67) is not. Averaging with respect to the transposition b ↔ c we arrive at the upper bound
Thus, setting a = y, b = x, c = 0, d = z, it follows that the quantity
which appears in (63) is at most
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
using this together with translation invariance and (60) shows that the quantity in (69) is at most
Together with (63), this proves the lower bound in (61).
For the upper bound in (62) we note that
where the notation 0 y ↔ x signifies that if a path connects 0 and x, then it must contain y (see [10, Theorem 4.10] ). By the switching lemma
Together with (70) and translation invariance, this proves the upper bound in (62). The lower bound in (62) is similar in spirit to the lower bound in (61), but differs in the details. We start by recalling that
In words, the event {0
y ↔ x} c is that there is some path from 0 to x which avoids y. By the switching lemma and the method for (65) we have that
Note that certainly 0 ↔ y in (ψ 
We consider the cases whether or not x ∈ C 1,2 (0) in the expectation in the right-hand-side of (72); note that C y 1,2 (0) ⊆ C 1,2 (0). The case x ∈ C 1,2 (0) gives at most
Again, the case x ∈ C 1,2 (0) decomposes into the subcases when the first point u on ξ xy 3 which lies in C 1,2 (0) is (i) the endpoint of a bridge whose other endpoint v does not lie in C 1,2 (0), or (ii) a cut in ∆ on the boundary of C 1,2 (0).
In case (i), the backbone ξ xy 3 decomposes as ζ • ζ ′ where ζ : x → v, ζ ′ : u → y and ζ ∩ C 1,2 (0) = ∅. As for (66) it follows that the expectation in the right-hand-side of (72) is in this case at most
In case (ii) the backbone ξ xy 3 decomposes as ζ • ζ ′ , where ζ : x → u, ζ ′ : u → y and ζ ∩ C 1,2 (0) = {u}. The expectation in the right-handside of (72) is in this case at most
So far we have showed that
Whereas the left-hand-side in (75) is symmetric under the transposition 0 ↔ x, the right-hand-side is not. Averaging with respect to this transposition we see that we may replace the right-hand-side in (75) by
It follows that the integral
which appears in (71) is at most
This proves the lower bound in (62).
3.3.
The bubble-diagram. This section is devoted to bounds on the bubble-diagram (13) . For each δ ≥ 0 and 0 < β ≤ ∞ one may define the critical value λ c = λ c (δ, β) by
This is the the same critical value as referred to in Section 1, see [10, Theorem 1.1] . In all simultaneous limits N, β → ∞ we assume that the limit is taken so that β and N are of the same order (this is convenient when using the graphical representation and is related to 'van Hove convergence'). It is well-known that 0 < λ c < ∞ provided either β < ∞ and d ≥ 2, or β = ∞ and d ≥ 1. For each 0 < β ≤ ∞ and λ < λ c there is a unique infinite-volume limit measure of µ β Λ ; for β = ∞ it is obtained in the simultaneous limit N, β → ∞. For simplicity we will denote this limit measure by µ. From the dominated convergence theorem it follows that, as N → ∞ or N, β → ∞, the limits χ and B of χ Λ and B Λ , respectively, exist, and that
By [10, Theorem 6.3] , χ ↑ ∞ as λ ↑ λ c . Since µ σ(0, 0)σ(x, t) ≤ 1 we have B ≤ χ and hence B may or may not diverge at λ c . In the following statement, log + χ is shorthand for (log χ) ∨ 0.
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < β ≤ ∞ and assume that δ ≥ ε 0 and ε 0 ≤ λ < λ c for some fixed ε 0 > 0. Proof. We start by proving the first statement. WriteK =
. By Plancherel's formula and the infrared bound,
We conclude that for all λ < λ c , the bubble diagram B is at most
and at most
For any a > 0,
Applying this with a(k) = 4λδL(k) we deduce that the quantity in (77) is at most an absolute constant times
and that the quantity in (78) is at most an absolute constant times 3.4. Critical exponents. We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3. We split the result into two propositions, one for the upper bound and one for the lower bound, with some additional details added. Note that χ is (weakly) increasing in λ and decreasing in δ (this can be seen, for example, in (59), (60) and (70)). In particular, λ c (δ) is weakly increasing in δ. Recall also that χ(λ, δ) ↑ ∞ as λ ↑ λ c (δ).
The lower bound does not depend on Lemma 3.2 and is valid whenever 0 < λ c < ∞, which we recall is the case whenever either d We now turn to the upper bound in Theorem 1.3. We will in what follows assume that δ, λ > ε 0 for some arbitrary but fixed ε 0 > 0. By continuity we have the following. There is a neighbourhood U of (δ 0 , λ c (δ 0 )) and a constant c(δ 0 , θ) such that for all (δ, λ) ∈ U, of the form δ = δ ′ − t, λ = λ c (δ ′ ) + θt with t < 0, we have that χ(λ, δ) ≤ c(δ 0 , θ)/|t|. (2) Suppose that either β < ∞ and d = 4, or β = ∞ and d = 3. There is a neighbourhood U of (δ 0 , λ c (δ 0 )) and a constant c(δ 0 , θ) such that for all (δ, λ) ∈ U, of the form δ = δ ′ − t, λ = λ c (δ ′ ) + θt with t < 0, we have that χ(λ, δ) ≤ c(δ 0 , θ)| log t|/|t|.
Proof. Throughout the proof we will let (δ, λ) be of the form δ = δ ′ − t, λ = λ c (δ ′ ) + θt with t < 0, and will write χ Λ (t) and B Λ (t) for χ Λ (δ, λ) and B Λ (δ, λ), respectively. We have that the derivative in .
Restricting (δ, λ) to an arbitrary bounded open set U ′ containing (δ 0 , λ c (δ 0 )) we may replace 2dλ+4δ+λ/θ+8dδθ by a uniform upper bound c 1 (δ 0 , θ). Since
it follows on integrating that for all t 1 < t 2 < 0 (such that the corresponding points (δ, λ) lie in U ′ ) we have
≥ (4dθ + 2) 1 − B(t)/χ(t) 1 + c 1 (δ 0 , θ)B(t) dt.
For the first part of the statement, let U be as in Lemma 3.4 with C = C 1 (ε 0 , β) of Lemma 3.2. From (84) we see that
≥ (t 2 − t 1 ) 2dθ + 1 1 + c 1 (δ 0 , θ)C 1 (ε 0 , β) .
Letting t 2 ↑ 0 gives the result.
For the second part, we deduce from (84) and the second part of Lemma 3.2 that
≥ (4dθ + 2)
1 − C 2 (ε 0 , β)(1 + log χ(t))/χ(t) 1 + c 2 (δ 0 , θ)C 2 (ε 0 , β)(1 + log χ(t)) dt.
It follows that there is a constant c 2 (ε 0 , δ 0 , θ, β) such that in a small enough neighbourhood U of (δ 0 , λ c (δ 0 )) we have Proof of Theorem 1.3. The lower bounds are immediate from Proposition 3.3. The upper bounds follow from Proposition 3.5 on noting that (δ, λ) − (δ 0 , λ c (δ 0 )) = √ 1 + θ 2 · |t|.
Remark 3.6. A similar argument as in Proposition 3.5 would give the critical exponent value γ = 1 also for 'vertical' (δ constant) and 'horizontal' (λ constant) approach to the critical curve, subject to first proving differential inequalities of the form
with c 1 , c 2 uniform in Λ. We do not pursue this here, only noting that similar inequalities hold for classical Ising and Potts models [4, 7] . In the absence of such inequalities it is a-priori possible that the behaviour for vertical or horizontal approach differs from the case in Theorem 1.3. For example, if it were the case that λ c (δ) ∼ (δ − δ 0 ) 2 as δ decreases to some δ 0 > 0, then Proposition 3.5 would imply that χ(δ, λ c (δ 0 )) ∼ (δ − δ 0 ) −2 .
